D-I-Y LINK PICNIC 2020
Welcome to LINK PICNIC 2020!
The Festival might be online this year, but that doesn’t mean you can’t dress up and PARTY!
The parade might be online, but revelers don’t party with their blankets! Here are a few DIY
ideas to become carnival ready in 2020! They look amazing and you’d be surprised at how
simple it is to make them. The materials needed can be found easily at home with maybe a
quick visit to Dollar Stores!!!
Some of the materials needed for becoming the perfect reveler are:
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Hot glue gun – This is going to seal the deal for the parade. This is easy to use and
makes sure that nothing falls down while you dance!
Sketch pens and markers-To make your designs look perfect to the t, and ensure
that all of your friends think that your organisational skills are amazing, make sure to
get loads of these!
Sequins, beads and all that glitter- To put the bling into your parade-you’ll need a
whole lotta colour. These have to be bright and fun! All the colours of the rainbow
and many more. Make sure you don’t make a mess with glitter, because it spreads
everywhere (but that’ll keep the spirit of the carnival going for weeks!)
Faux Feathers- Fly with the music while making sure that all the birds fly free! The
more feathers, the bigger the headdresses and your chances of being on the
spotlight!
Pipe Cleaners-Theses fuzzy things may look boring but are very useful especially
when you need to upsize your costume. They are easy to work with, colourful, and
attach easily.
Colorful Paper and Fabric- The basics to make anything party-worthy, these are
versatile and can be used anywhere and everywhere!

These are a few ways you can create your perfect costumes:
1. Arm Band:

2. Decorative Collar and neck piece

3. Colourful Head Pieces:

4. Wrist Bands:

